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Russia Central Bank Preview: February 2021 
  

Details:  

 

Monetary policy decision and release of Monetary Policy Report: 1030GMT/1130CEST/0530ET, Friday 12th 

February 2020. 

 

 

MNI Point of View  
Hawkish Hold at 4.25%, Rate Hike Risks Brewing 
 

The CBR is expected to strike a cautious tone this week, keeping the key rate unchanged at 4.25% as the recent 
inflation overshoot proves more resilient than initially anticipated. Focus will be on Nabiullina at the presser for a 
hawkish tilt in guidance, but may fall short of signalling an expedited hiking cycle. 
 

Both headline and core CPI accelerated considerably in Dec-20, printing at 5.2% & 4.6% respectively (against the 
CBR target of 4.0%), driven by food price pressures, base effects and a lower disinflationary impulse than the CBR 
forecast. Near-term factors currently remain pro-inflationary, but are mostly expected to dissipate by 2H21 under the 
current base case - necessitating a near-term cautious to hawkish tone from the CBR as it gauges the longevity of 
recent overshooting propensities.  
 

Nabiullina’s presser will be the core focus as markets look for a shift in language regarding room for 25bp of potential 
easing, previously earmarked for 2H21. Weaker demand-side disinflationary pressures since the Dec-20 meeting 
should have effectively reduced scope for easing in 2H21, in the absence of a major drop below the 3.5-4.0% target. 
However, this is becoming increasingly unlikely, as additional unforeseen consequences from Putin’s wheat export 
quotas have propagated higher prices in basket substitutes, and bolstered underlying concerns about more 
permanent wheat market dislocations. 
 

Overall, these factors should culminate into a cautious CBR posturing and lower the likelihood of easing in 2021 as 
our base case. However, the CBR may try to avoid spooking markets with overly hawkish guidance towards an 
expedited hiking cycle from 2022 to 2021. Instead, we may see phrasing shift towards “reduced space” or a willingness 
to act, should a more protracted and acutely pro-inflationary period into 2H21 materialise.    
 

Markets 
 
RUB continues to shine as risk premia compress following a weaker EU & US sanctions response than was priced in 
at the back end of January. Recent resilience to the EU’s renewed sanctions threats speak to market complacency 
surrounding a lack of material EU sanctions impact on Russia’s economy to escalate the narrative above mild 
concern.  
 

3m Mosprime - 3x6 RUB FRA spreads indicate markets have fully priced out prior expectations of rate cuts on a 3-
6m horizon before tilting towards a 10.5bps rate hike priced in over a 9m horizon. Implied volatility continues to edge 
lower from the January highs, creating a robust platform for asymmetric RUB upside with most adverse geopolitical 
tail risks mostly priced in. More neutral RUB positioning following January’s Navalny-Induced unwind, should also 
create scope for a more material rebuild in net longs in the coming weeks.  
 
Hence, a hold should reinforce RUB carry, with valuations still extremely attractive at current levels relative to EM 
high-beta peers, despite above target inflation. Buoyant oil prices on more optimistic demand & supply side factors, 
complemented by expectations for US stimulus and a softer greenback, also set to support RUB asset optimism going 
forward.      
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Russia Central Bank Watch 

 

SELL SIDE VIEW 
 
ING: With CPI spiking 5.2% YoY in Jan and near-term context still pro-inflationary, further cuts in the 4.25% key rate 
are now unlikely.  However, as long as year-end CPI expectations are within the current 3.5-4.0% (expected only in 
Dec-21), and CPI risks in the EM space are under control, the Russian real rate is high enough for the central bank 
to avoid a key rate increase in 2021.  
 
MS: CBR to remain cautious (hold) and keep a less dovish tone as latest inflation readings have surprised to the 
upside, with inflation expectations also ticking higher. Data on the growth front have continued to improve marginally 
while the rise in oil prices is clearly supportive of the macro outlook.  
 
TD Securities: CBR will almost certainly hold next week. But it may be a hawkish hold. Inflation has been steadily 
rising since early 2020 and will be source of concern for the MPC. We believe the market should focus on Chair 
Nabiullina's press conference as the tone may drift in a hawkish direction, bringing forward rates hikes to 2021 instead 
of 2022 as we currently forecast. 

SEB: CBR to  keep its policy rate unchanged at 4.25%. Headline CPI rose to 5.2% y/y in Dec & core inflation to 4.6% 
due to temporary factors, base effects and smaller disinflationary pressures than CBR expected. USD/RUB Q1 2021 
forecast raised to 74.0 (vs 72.5) and year-end forecast to 71.0 (vs 69.0) 

SocGen: Key rate unchanged at 4.25% in a hawkish hold. End-Jan CPI approached 5.3% Y/Y, driven mostly by food 
(7.1% Y/Y) and less so by non-food (4.8% Y/Y) components. possibility of a less severe recession: GDP decreased 
by 3.1% Y/Y, driven by a steep 8.6% Y/Y drop in private consumption and 4.2% Y/Y contraction of business 
investment. Much lower output gap ahead could favour some normalisation of the key rate (SGe: a hike to 4.5% 
expected in 4Q21) rather than a further loosening of monetary policy. 
 


